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Angular8 template driven forms validation



One structure. Mobile &amp;&amp; Desktop. Here's a angular example of checking a form based on a 9/8 template. I would like to give you an example of how to create a managed form template in corner 9/8. I'll give you a simple example of a form check based on a template in angular
9/8.Angular 9/8 provide forms and they provide a way to handle user input using ngModel, ngSubmit. Corner 8 provides a template based on and using the form template you can create a very simple and basic form level. If you have a simple and basic shape in your angular application 8,
then I prefer to use a pattern driven shape in angular. here I write a simple example of a pattern driven shape with check in corner 8.You need to follow bellow step to create a template driven shape in corner 8.Step 1: Install corner AppHere, in this step you need to create a new ng
application for this demo. if you have already created, then do not create a new corner 8 app.ng new my new applicationStep 2: Import FormsModuleIf you create a form in a corner application, then you need to import FormsModule from the @angular / forms library. so let's add the following
code to app.module.ts file.src/app/app.module.tsimport { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser'import;import { NgModule } from '@angular @angular//core';import { FormsModule } from '@angular/forms';import { AppComponent } from './app.component';@NgModule({
declarations: [ AppComponent ], import: [ BrowserModule, form module], providers: [], bootstrap: [AppComponent]})export appmodule class { }Read Also: AngularJS - how to remove HTML tags using a filter? Step 3: Form from ngModelIn this step, we will write the html form code from
ngModel. so add the following code to the app.component .html file. I used the initial boot class on this form. якщо ви хочете додати, ніж потім перейдіть за цим посиланням теж: Встановити Boorstrap 4 на кутовий 8.src/app/app.component.html&lt;h1&gt;Шаблон на основі форми
перевірки в кутовий 8 приклад - ItSolutionStuff.com&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;form #contactform=ngForm (ngsubmit)=submit(contactForm.value)&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label for=firstName&gt;Ім'я&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input required= minlength=3 maxlength=10 ngmodel= name=firstName
type=text #firstname=ngModel class=form-control id=firstName&gt;&lt;div class=alert alert-danger *ngif=firstName.touched &amp;&amp; !firstName.valid&gt;&lt;div *ngif=firstName.errors.required&gt;Ім'я обов'язкове.&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div *ngif=firstName.errors.minlength&gt;Ім'я – це
мінімальний символ {{ firstName.errors.minlength.requiredLength }}.&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div *ngif=firstName.errors.maxlength&gt;Ім'я не більше 10 символів.&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label for=lastName&gt;Прізвище&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input required=
ngmodel= name=lastName type=text #lastname=ngModel class=form-control id=lastName&gt;&lt; div class=alert alert-danger *ngif=lastName.touched &amp;&amp; !lastName.valid&gt; Last Name &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label for=comment&gt;Коментар
(коментар)&lt;/label&gt;&lt;textarea required ngModel #comment=ngModel name=comment id=comment cols=30 rows=10 required= ngmodel= #comment=ngModel name=comment id=comment cols=30 rows=10&gt;&lt;/textarea required ngModel #comment=ngModel name=comment
id=comment cols=30 rows=10 &gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/form&gt; &gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/form&gt; &lt;div class=alert alert-danger *ngif=comment.touched &amp; !firstName.valid&gt; Comment required. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;button class=btn btn-primary type=submit [class.disabled]=!contactForm.valid&gt;Free
butylated&lt;/button&gt; Step 4: Updated TS FileIn ts file. we will write submit() and get all input field values. so let's add the following code to app.component.ts file.src/app/app.component.tsimport { Component } with @angular /core;@Component({ selector: app-root, templateUrl:
'./app.component.html', styleUrls: ['./app.component.css']})export the AppComponent class { submit(form){ var firstName = form.firstName; console.log(firstName); var lastName = last.formName; console.log(lastName); var comment = form.comment; console.log(comment); }} Now you can
run your program with the following command:Read Also: Corner NgClass - How to add dynamic class to corner 10/9/8?ng serveNow you can see the layout as bellow screenshot:I hope it can help you ... In this post, we'll see how the angular form APIs work and how it can be used to
create complex shapes. We'll go through the following themes: What is angular forms all about a form-based template, or a angular 1 method of reactive shapes, or a new functional reactive way to update form values, How to reset the shape preferences and disadvantages of both types of
shapes can and should be used together? Which one to choose the default? Angular shapes - what is all this about? A large category of front-end applications is very stable, especially in the case of the development of the enterprise. Many of these apps are mostly just huge forms, covering
multiple tabs and dialogues and with a non-trivial business validation logic. Each form of an intensive application must provide answers to the following issues: How to track the state of a global form know which parts of the form are valid, and which are still invalid, properly display error
messages to the user, so that the user knows what to do to make the form valid All these non-trivial tasks that are similar to programs, and how such can benefit from the framework. The angular structure provides us with several alternative strategies for processing forms: Let's start with the
option closest to Corner 1. Angle pattern driven shape 1 tackle form through the famous directive ng-model (more on this post). The instant two-digit data connection of the ng model in Corner 1 is indeed a lifesaever because it allows you to transparently synchronize the shape with the
viewing model. Forms built with this directive can only be tested at the end of the test because it requires the presence of DOM, but still, this mechanism is very useful and easy to understand. Angular now provides an identical mechanism, also named ngModel, which allows us to create
what are now called forms based on templates. Note that NgModel includes all the functionality of its angular counterpart 1. Enable template forms on from AngularJs, ngModel and The form-related directives are not available by default, we need to explicitly import them into our application
module: We can see here that we have enabled template forms by adding FormsModule to our application, and have dynamically downloaded the app. This is normal for development mode, but you can look at this post on @NgModule for an alternative download strategy for production.
With the initial configuration in place, let's now build our first angular shape. Our first form is based on the template Let's look at the shape built according to the driven way template: In fact, in this simple example, quite a lot happens. What we have done here is to declare a simple form with
two controls: name and password, both of which are required fields (marked with a required attribute). The form will run the controller method on theSubmitTemplateBased during sending, but the send button is enabled only if both required fields are populated. But that's just a small part of
what's going on here. NgModel validation functionality Note the use [(ngModel)], this designation emphasizes that the two form controls are bidefully related to a variable view model named simply by the user. The syntax [(ngModel)] is known as the Banana Box syntax:-) What's more, when
a user clicks the field you want, the field appears in red until the user signs in. Angular actually tracks the three state of the form field for us and applies the following CSS classes to both the form and its controls: touched either intact valid or invalid pristed or dirty These CSS state classes
are very useful for styling form error states. Angular actually tracks the reality status of the entire form as well, using it to enable/disable the submit button. This feature is actually common for both template and reactive forms. The logic of all this should be in the controller, right? Let's look at
the controller associated with this thought to see how all this form logic is implemented: Not much to see here! We only have a declaration for the user object viewer model and the event handler that is used by ngSubmit. All very useful functionality of tracking form errors and registration of
validators takes care of us without any special configuration! How angular to pull this off then? The method that this works is that there is a set of ino-defined form directives that apply to the submission. Corner will automatically apply the form-level directive to the form in a transparent way,
creating FormGroup and linking it to the form. If for some reason you don't want it, you can always disable this feature by adding ngNoForm as a form attribute. Additionally, each login will also apply a directive that will be registered with the control group, and validators are logged if items
such as required or maxlength are applied to input. The presence [(ngModel)] is also To the direction of the form and model of the user, so in the end at the controller level is not much more. That's why it's called template forms, because both validation and binding are all customizations in a
declarative way at the template level. What if we don't need a bi-right binding, just an initialization of a field? Sometimes we just want to create a shape and initialize it, but don't necessarily do a two-guide binding. We could let the user fill out the form and click Submit, and only then get the
last value. We can do this with simple syntax [ngModel]: This will allow us to initialize the form by filling out the user object fields: What if we don't need an initialization field, can we still get a check? For example, form creation does not require initial values, they only require validation. If we
only want to get the ngModel validation function without initializing values or biderated bindings, we can do this with the following syntax: Advantages and disadvantages of template forms In this simple example, we can't see it, but saving a template as a source of truth checking a form is
something that can become quite difficult to read pretty quickly. When we add more and more validator tags to a field or when we start adding complex cross-checking, the readability of the shape decreases, to the point where it will be harder to pass it on to a web designer. Upside down
this way of handling forms is its simplicity and it's probably more than enough to build a great range of shapes. In the issue of flawed form validation logic cannot be verified by a unit of measure. The only way to test this logic is to run the end to finish the test using a browser, such as using a
headless browser such as PhantomJs. Driven Forms template from a functional programming perspective There is nothing wrong with template forms, but in terms of the programming method, binding is a solution that promotes variability. Each form has a state that can be updated by many
different interactions, and it's up to the app developer to manage that 7 and prevent it from being damaged. This can be difficult to do for very large forms and can introduce a category of potential errors. Again, it is important to realize that this only happens in very large/complex forms.
Corner provides a different alternative to form management, so let's get through it. Reactive shape (or model based on) Reactive shape looks on the surface almost like a pattern-based shape. But in order to be able to create this type of form, we need to first import another module into our
app: Note that here we imported ReactiveFormsModule instead of FormsModule. This will load the jet form directives instead of the template-driven directives. If we find ourselves in a situation where we need both, then we need to import both modules, more on that later. Our first Take our
previous example and rewrite it, but this time in reactive style: There are a couple of differences here. First, there is a formGroup directive applied to the entire form, tying it to a named form controller variable. Note also that the required validator attribute does not apply to form controls. This
means that the verification logic must be somewhere on the controller where it can be checked. What does the controller look like? There is a little more going on in the jet controller, let's look at the controller for the shape above: We can see that the shape is really just FormControl, which
tracks the global state of reality. The controls themselves can either be copied separately or defined by using a simplified array designation by using the form designer. In the array designation, the first element of the array is the initial value of the control, and the remaining elements are the
validators of the control. In this scenario, both controls are required by using the built-in Validators.required validator. But what happened to ngModel? Please note that ngModel can still be used with reactive forms. Simply the value of the form will be available in two different places: the
viewing model and FormGroup, which could potentially cause some confusion. Due to this reason, mixing ngModel with reactive forms is best avoided. Advantages and disadvantages of reactive forms you probably wonder what we got here. There's already a big increment on the surface:
Now we can unit check the form validation logic. We can do this simply by creating a class, setting some values in form controls, and making statements against the globally valid state of the form and the validity status of each control. But this is just one possibility. The FormGroup and
FormControl classes provide an API that allows us to create UIs using a very different programming style known as functional jet programming. Functional jet programming in angular It deserves its own blog, but the main point is that the form controls of the same form now provide the
Observed API. You can think of the observant simply as a set of values over time. This means that both controls and the whole form itself can be treated as a continuous stream of values that can be subscribed and processed using commonly used functional primitives. For example, you
can subscribe to a stream of form values using the Observable API like this: What we do here accepts a stream of form values (which changes whenever a user receives types in an input field), and then applies some commonly used functional programming operators to it: map and filter. In
fact, the flow form provides the full range of functional operators available in the array and more. In this case, we convert the name to uppercase with the map and accept only the valid form using a filter. This creates a new stream of valid values that we subs subs subss Provide a callback
that determines how the user interface should respond to a new valid value. Advantages of building ISH using functional reactive programming (FRP) We are not obliged to use FRP methods with angular reactive forms. Simply using them to make templates cleaner and allow component
unit testing is already a big plus. But like its usual observer-based EIT, FRP methods can help easily implement many use cases that would otherwise be quite difficult to implement, such as: pre-save the shape in the background in each valid state, or even invalid (e.g. storing an invalid
value in a cookie for later use) typical desktop features such as undo/repeat Look at this video Introduction to functional jet programming - Using Async Pipe - Pitfalls to avoid, part corner services and HTTP course for more information on functional jet programming in cornerbacks. Updating
form values Now we have APIs available to update the entire form, or only for a few fields. For example, let's create a couple of new buttons on the jet form above: We can see here that there are two buttons to update the form value, one for partial updates and the other for a full update.
Here's what the appropriate component methods look like: We see FormGroup providing two API methods to update form values: we have patchValue(), which partially updates the form. This method should not get values for all form fields, allowing partial updating to also setValue(), to
which we skip all form values. In the case of this method, values for all form fields must be rendered, otherwise, we will receive an error message that certain field values are missing We may think we could use these same APIs to reset the form by passing empty values to all fields. This will
not work as intended because the pristine and pristine statuses of the form and its fields will not be reset accordingly. But the corner finale provides an API for this use case. How to reset a form message in the list of buttons above, there is a undo button that calls the reset() method that
resets everything back to pristine and pristine: Let's now see if both types of forms can be mixed and if appropriate. Reactive vs. driven pattern: can they be mixed? The jet and pattern drive under the hood are implemented in the same way: there is FormGroup for the whole form, and one
instance of FormControl for each individual control. If for some reason we need to, we could mix and map two ways to build forms, for example: we can use ngModelto to read data and use FormBuilder for verification. we do not have to subscribe to the form or use RxJs if we do not want to.
We can declare control in and then refer to it in the template to get it state of action But overall, it is better to choose one of two ways to perform forms, and use it sequentially throughout Application. What type of form to choose and why? Template forms are perhaps a little less detailed for
simple forms, but the difference isn't significant. Reactive forms are actually much more powerful and have almost equivalent readability. Rather, in a large-scale application, we end up needing the functionality of reactive forms to implement more advanced use cases, such as, for example,
automatic saving. Everything can be done in both types of forms, but some things are easier to use reactive forms It's not that there's functionality that can't be implemented with template forms. But there are many functionality, especially more modern form features, such as autosave, which
can only be implemented in a few RxJs rows. Do you transfer the Angular 1 app to the corner? This is the perfect scenario for using driven form templates. Or are you building a new program from scratch? Reactive forms are a good default choice because the more complex verification
logic is actually easier to implement using them. For example, imagine a check that requires you to check two fields and compare them: for example, the password field and password confirmation field must be identical. With reactive forms, we just need to write a feature and connect it to
FormControl. With a managed form template, there are more: we need to define the directive and somehow pass its value to two fields. Reactive forms seem excellent, for example, for enterprise applications with lots of complex business validation logic between fields. As mentioned earlier,
we want to avoid situations where we use both types of forms together, as this can become quite confusing. But it's still possible to use both shapes together if for some reason we really need to. Angular provides us with ways to create forms: The template is manageable and reactive. The
template approach is very familiar to the developers of Angular 1 and is ideal for easy migration of Angular 1 applications to Corner. The reactive approach removes the validation logic from the template, keeping the templates clean of the validation logic. But it also allows for a completely
different way of building a UIS that we can use at will. It's not an exclusive choice, but on the subject of consistency, it's best to choose one of two approaches and use it everywhere in our app. If you want to know more about angular forms, Victor Savkin's podcast on Angular Air details two
types of forms and ngModel. This blog gives a high level of overview of how angular would be better to incorporate functional methods of reactive programming. If you are interested in learning how to build components in corner components, also check the basics of angular components. In
case you want to study angular shapes in detail, look at this Youtube playlist with samples from our course: Looking for other angular learning resources? Check out our top 10 list of corner resources: Top 10 Tutorials, blogs and podcasts Other posts on the corner If you liked this post, these
are some other popular posts on my blog: blog:
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